
Traveled Down the Road and Back Again…

The Golden Gays™ formed in 2017 and have been delighting crowds all over the
U.S., in Mexico, London and in the middle of the ocean ever since. Their loyal
fanbase has only grown throughout the years, and they are honored to perform
as these show-stopping women.

After first appearing at RuPaul's DragCon NYC 2017, and then at the famed
Rue-La-Rue Cafe in Washington Heights, New York, The Golden Gays NYC went
on to perform sold-out engagements Off-Broadway and set their sights on touring
across the country. Along the way, they premiered their musical game show "The
Golden Games" with Mrs. Kasha Davis and Aggy Dune, performed at Pride
festivals, debuted their original holiday musical, “Thank YULE for Being a
Friend,” and more - all for their biggest supporters, which they call the
#FriendsOfClayton. “It’s like a drag barbershop trio, Pitch Perfect, and the
Hallmark Channel got together to put on a show!”

Originally created by Andy Crosten, Gerry Mastrolia, Jason B. Schmidt and
Mason Griffin, the Golden Gays NYC set out to create Golden Girls musicals they
would want to see on the stage!

The current company, now known as The Golden Gays™ continues to bring the
original creators' dream to fruition utilizing the talents of professional actors from
New York and abroad. Their tight three-part harmonies, innovative choreography
and camp direction bring each production to the next (Beth) level. The Golden
Gays ™ are highly regarded as “the best in their field”, elevating the Golden Girls
drag legacy to the next level by creating one-of-a-kind original musical parody
adventures - paying tribute to the show that fans know and love, as well as
highlighting the talents of the cast.

The Golden Girls is iconic for many reasons. It was groundbreaking during its
time and the cast was nothing short of perfection. The original show may have
ended back in 1992, but its legacy still lives on through The Golden Gays™. They
couldn’t do it without all of your support. Thank you for being a friend and
checking out the site.

Whether it’s live performances or private events, the gals never stop. You don’t
want to miss them wherever they’re headed!

Broadway? Space? Broadway in Space? Here they come!


